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Yes, we rode Thursday
Hate it when the diary entries are a day or two behind! You'd think the rain would slow business down enough that I'd have plenty
of time to keep up, but we've actually been pretty busy with Trek Project One special orders (higher-end road bikes) and trying to
make sure everything's set before heading to DC for the annual bike lobbying event.
Kevin and I were met by Karen and Eric at the start of the ride; typical of many rides lately, we had a bit of drizzle, but thankfully
not as cold as it's been lately. We made it up Kings to the park entrance when Kevin tells me he'd forgotten to take his epilepsy
meds, which is not a good thing (and, thankfully, very rare). Rather than risk anything happening, we sent Karen and Eric on their
way (OK, Kevin sent them on their way; I didn't have enough in my legs to catch up to them to let them know) and headed back to
the house, where Kevin took his meds and then we went off again, this time heading out Alameda to Sand Hill, back up through
Woodside, Canada Road and home. Only 26 miles (instead of 31) and a whole lot less climbing. Much better than just cancelling the
ride though!
After a very strong December, January and February, it's looking like March is just not going to be much of a month for me. Rain
putting a dent in longer rides, cold doing a number on my breathing, and now a week off the bike as I head for DC Sunday morning.
By the end of this month I may be fat but I'm not going to be happy.
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